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Walking through the “Badlands® Museum” at the world headquarters 
in West Jordan, Utah brings back a lot of memories. Hanging on hooks 
are backpacks that represent 25 years of blood, sweat and tears. Box-
es overflow with two and half decades of sacrifice, passion and a nev-
er-ending pursuit of perfection. 

The journey didn’t start here in this spacious, clean building covered in 
bright, eye-catching graphics inside and out. Glancing at the first back-
packs we ever made bring back vivid memories of the 10x20 storage 
shed with one sewing machine and what some may call a “mad sci-
ence” laboratory. Putting that first backpack on reminds us of a time 
when there was no such thing as a “hunting pack.” We were designing 
packs for people who wanted to hike further, stay longer and push hard-
er than the average person. As it turns out, hunters were the people 
willing to go the extra mile. 

Some things change over time. Materials get better, technology evolves 
and hunters demand more from their gear. Some things do not change 
such as Badlands’ dedication to designing the highest quality, best fit-
ting, top performing hunting gear in the world. 

Most of all, our commitment to our customers remains the same today 
as it has been since our storage shed beginnings. We promise to go to 
the ends of the earth to make sure your Badlands® experience is above 
and beyond anything you’ve ever experienced – it’s that simple. Uncon-
ditional isn’t just a buzz word to us, it’s what we stand for. Unconditional 
performance, quality, comfort and a no-questions-asked lifetime war-
ranty. Now, load your pack, put on your camo and hit the hills, we have 
to get back to work. 

EVERY GOOD BRAND 
HAS A STORY

Research and development 

New world
headquarters

1992

In the beginning

20021994
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Remove points from the luck portion of 
the hunt and stack them in the hunt-
er’s advantage column. Skill, position-
ing and concealment all play vital parts 
during the hunt. We used over 20 years 
of design and hunt experience to focus 
solely on the concealment factor. Fo-
cusing on what animals see instead 
of what pleases the human eye, Bad-
lands® Approach™ took shape.

Breaking up the hunter’s sil-
houette and using inno-
vative shapes and 
colors that would 
visually con-
fuse prey 
were the 

top priorities for the Approach™ proj-
ect. Based on grayscale coloration, 
Badlands® Approach™ appears dif-
ferently in changing environments and 
shifting light, allowing the user to blend 
in more effectively, more often.
Does it guarantee success? Not a 
chance. Badlands® Approach™ pro-
vides an advantage and as hunters, 
that is all we can ask for.

A P P R O A C H I N G 
T H E  N E X T  E V O L U T I O N  I N 
C O N C E A L M E N T  S Y S T E M S

THE BADLANDS® APPROACH™ CONCEALMENT SYSTEM EVOLVED FROM A SIMPLE CONCEPT

UNCONDITIONAL
BADLANDS
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To accomplish our lofty goals, we had to 
think outside the proverbial box. We sunk 
money we didn’t have and countless hours 
into designing innovative new suspension 
systems and frames that would 
carry more weight than we’d 
ever need them to. The tricky 
part was making the pack do 
the work of hauling the weight 
instead of our bodies. We’d build, test and 
repeat for what seemed like years. As we 
tinkered and experimented, the formula for 
how to comfortably carry large amounts of 
weight came to fruition. Our packs hit the 
hills running and before long, you couldn’t 
find a serious hiker who wasn’t wearing 
one of our packs. Everest, K2, Denali…. you 
name the peak; our packs were on top. 

Quality, functionality and most of all, com-

fort set our packs apart in the early days. 
Never had a piece of equipment changed 
how far you could go so dramatically. We 
quickly realized that aside from hardcore 

mountain climbers, there was 
only one other group of people 
that required the type of packs 
we were building – hunters. 
Some minor adjustments, 

new features, and a new camouflage cov-
ering later and Badlands® Hunting Packs 
were born. Here we are 25 years later and 
our mountaineering roots have grown into a 
mighty tree that won’t be toppled – and for 
that, we thank you.

Our packs hit the hills running and be-
fore long, you couldn’t find a serious 
hiker who wasn’t wearing one of our 
packs. Everest, K2, Denali…. you name 
the peak; our packs were on top. 

Our goal was to 
climb higher and 
stay on the moun-
tain longer than 
others were doing. 

Travel back with us 25 years when “hunt-
ing packs” weren’t a thing. There weren’t 
packs specifically built to haul copious 
amounts of meat and horns off the moun-
tain and there definitely weren’t 20 dif-
ferent camouflage pattern choices on the 
shelf. Way back in the 80s and 90s, not 
long after dinosaurs stopped roaming the 
earth, we were busy climbing mountains. 
Our goal was to climb higher and stay on 
the mountain longer than others were do-
ing. This required a new way of thinking 
and a new kind of backpack.

NO VERT ICAL 

L IM I TS 
OUR MOUNTAINEER ING 

ROOTS
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2200
The 2200 Pack put Badlands® on the map... 
or should we say, the backs of every serious 
hunter in the industry. The idea is twenty years 
old, yet the premise of building the ultimate 
hunting pack is stronger today than ever.

PURSUIT
Lightweight, technical and 
a breeze to carry - literal-
ly. The Pursuit has all the 
features you will need for 
a trip to the tree stand or 
more localized hunts.DIABLO DOS

How do you improve on one of the best-selling 
Badlands® packs of all-time? You research. 
You hunt. You redesign. The Diablo Dos retains 
its title of having the highest strength-to-weight 
ratio of any hunting pack on the market. 

UNCONDITIONAL
BADLANDS
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BEAST OF BURDEN
 ● Ultralight Frame 
 ● Ventilated Suspension
 ● Integrated Meat Shelf 
 ● Multiple Lashing Points 
 ● Bow Wrap Carry System

2200
 ● Badlands® Best Seller
 ● Zippered Back-Panel Access
 ● Built-In Blaze Orange Meat Shelf
 ● T-6 Aircraft Aluminum Frame
 ● Hip-Belt Pistol Holster

SUMMIT
 ● 900 Denier Ripstop UL Fabric
 ● AirTrack® Suspension
 ● Lightweight, Extra Strong Polycar-

bonate Frame
 ● Medium fits torso length 18”-21”
 ● Large fits torso length 21” and Up

DIABLO DOS
 ● Hypervent™ Frame
 ● Multiple Compression Straps
 ● Versatile Pocket Layout

SACRIFICE LS
 ● Updated Hypervent™ Frame
 ● Rifle/Bow Boot
 ● Built-In Pistol Holster
 ● New and Improved Frame
 ● Quick Release Drawstring Pocket

SUPERDAY 
 ● Badlands® Best Seller
 ● Molded Foam Suspension
 ● Hip-belt pistol holster
 ● Easy-Access Waist belt Pockets
 ● Five External compression Straps

CLUTCH 
 ● T-6 Aircraft Aluminum Frame
 ● Molded Foam Suspension
 ● Bucket Lid Opening
 ● Zippered Back-panel Access
 ● Detachable Hydration Pack

ASCENT
 ● Bow Wrap Carry System 
 ● Ventilated Suspension
 ● Hideaway Daisy Chains
 ● Padded Spotting Scope Pocket
 ● Rain Cover Included

Weight:
Dimensions:
Vol Main
Vol Total:
Pockets:

Weight:
Dimensions:
Vol Main
Vol Total:
Pockets:

Weight:
Dimensions:
Vol Main
Vol Total:
Pockets:

Weight:
Dimensions:
Vol Main
Vol Total:
Pockets:

Weight:
Dimensions:
Vol Main
Vol Total:
Pockets:

Weight:
Dimensions:
Vol Main
Vol Total:
Pockets:

Weight:
Dimensions:
Vol Main
Vol Total:
Pockets:

Weight:
Dimensions:
Vol Main
Vol Total:
Pockets:

2L 3L

3L
Reservoir Reservoir

2L

3L 2L

2L or 3L 3L

6lb 1oz
33”x16”x12”
3240 CI
5400 CI
7

4LB 4OZ
23”x13”x12”
1700 CI
2100 CI
7

TBA
28”x17”x12”
2160 CI
3200 CI
7

5LB 15OZ
19”x17”x9”
2500 CI
2700 CI
7

3lb 13oz
21”x17”x10”
2160 CI
3400 CI
7

3LB 15OZ
21”x16”x11”
1440 CI
1950 CI
6

7lb 2oz
27”x18”x12”
2520 CI
3780 CI
9

4LB 8OZ
21”x12”x10”
1260 CI
2430 CI
10

UNCONDITIONAL
BADLANDS

Reservoir Reservoir

Reservoir Reservoir

Reservoir Reservoir
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SPRINT
 ● Ultralight Ripstop Fabric
 ● AirTrack™ Suspension
 ● Six Versatile Organizational Pockets

HDX
 ● Ultralight, Ultra-strong
 ● Aramid Fabric
 ● AirTrack™ Suspension
 ● Hydration Compatible
 ● Hypalon Reinforcement

DASH
 ● Polycarbonate Frame
 ● Hypervent™ Suspension
 ● Ultralight Ripstop Fabric
 ● Hidden Daisy Chain Lashing
 ● Load Distributing Delron Rods

SCOUT
 ● Airtrack™ Suspension
 ● 3L Reservoir  Included
 ● Multiple Compression Straps And 

Additional Lash Points
 ● Yoke Style Shoulder Straps
 ● Spotting Scope Pocket

KALI
 ● Updated For 2017
 ● Heat-hardened
 ● Heat Hardened Steel Frame
 ● Contoured Shoulder Straps for 

Women
 ● Hypervent™® Suspension

MONSTER
 ● Molded Foam Suspension
 ● Delron Flex-Frame
 ● 3 Point Adjustable/Removable 

Shoulder Straps
 ● Two Integrated Fold-Down Worksta-

tion Pockets

PURSUIT
 ● AirTrack® Suspension
 ● Water Bottle Pockets
 ● Ultra Quiet KXO-32® Fabric
 ● Hypalon Reinforced Stress Points

Weight:
Dimensions:
Vol Main
Vol Total:
Pockets:

Weight:
Dimensions:
Vol Main
Vol Total:
Pockets:

Weight:
Dimensions:
Vol Main
Vol Total:
Pockets:

Weight:
Dimensions:
Vol Main
Vol Total:
Pockets:

Weight:
Dimensions:
Vol Main
Vol Total:
Pockets:

Weight:
Dimensions:
Vol Main
Vol Total:
Pockets:

Weight:
Dimensions:
Vol Main
Vol Total:
Pockets:

3L 3L

3L 3L

3L 1L

3L

3LB 12OZ
19”x15”x8”
1260 CI
1940 CI
4

1LB 9OZ
18”x11”x8”
450 CI
630 CI
2

2LB 13OZ
19”x18”x10”
1440 CI
2160 CI
6

1LB 1OZ
12x19”x7.75”
700 CI
1000 CI
3

3LB 3OZ
18”x14”x11”
1260 CI
1400 CI
4

2LB 10OZ
9”x15”x7”
425 CI
1100 CI
6

1LB 15OZ
19.5”x15”x8”
1250 CI
1500 CI
5

UNCONDITIONAL
BADLANDS

Reservoir Reservoir

Reservoir Reservoir

Reservoir Reservoir

Reservoir
SEE THE ENTIRE BADLANDS® PACK LINEUP AT

WWW.BADLANDSPACKS.COM
OUR GIFT TO YOU - ENTER CODE
BLTHANKYOU2017
TO GET 30% OFF YOUR FIRST BADLANDS ORDER  OR BRING THIS 
CATALOG TO YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED BADLANDS DEALER

Must be logged in or create a new Badlands account
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The “comfort zone” is not a comfortable place for us. Whenever we feel 
things are getting a little too easy, it’s time for a shake-up. After almost 
20 years of designing the most hardcore packs the world had ever seen, 
we were ready for a new challenge. The problem we ran into was that 
while our Badlands® packs were absolute workhorses and ready to go 
year after year, we kept replacing our camo clothing from other com-
panies. We were trying everything on the market and nothing lasted 
more than one season. Holes, rips, tears, broken snaps, bad zippers, 
the problems were endless. There simply wasn’t any camouflage cloth-
ing on the market we could depend on. 

Rather than keep shopping, we started sketching and researching cut-
ting-edge materials. If we wanted the world’s best hunting apparel, we 
knew we were going to have to design it ourselves. The challenge was 
enormous but we were up for it. From the start, we were dead-set on 
Badlands® clothing carrying the same Unconditional Lifetime Warranty 
that our packs carry. Many called us crazy (little did they know, we’d 
been called crazy since the beginning) and said, “that will never work.” 
Our response? It has to work and it will work. To offer a lifetime warranty, 
we knew our materials had to be the best in the world and our crafts-
manship and design second-to-none. 

Five years after launching Badlands® Apparel (featuring an Uncondi-
tional Lifetime Warranty) and we’re proud to say “it worked.” It won’t 
be long before we’re ready for the next challenge, it’s getting a little too 
comfortable around here after all. 

Perfection 
Takes Time
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UNCONDITIONAL
BADLANDS

Bad Lands: 1994 - 1996

Bulls Head/Oval: 2004 - 2006

Shiny Bull: 2009 - 2010

Bad Lands: 1996 - 1998

Bulls Head: 2002 - 2003

Bulls Head Black:

Kali Series BullBulls Head/Text: 2004 - 2006

Badlands: 1998 - 1999

Bulls Head 3D: 2007 - 2008

All American Bull

Gold Bull

Red Chrome Bull: Today

METALLIC BULLS HEAD VARIATIONS

Metallic Bull: 2013 - 2013

We fell in love with the metallic version of the Bulls head 
so we created some concepts and variations and the 
results were quite beautiful. From Pink to Americana we 
felt that each one of these Bulls heads deserved to be 
remembered.

The Red Chrome bull was the final outcome from 20 
years of revisions and touch ups. A mix of the traditional 
red bulls head and the original chrome bulls head.
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THE FIRE
INSIDE

ALGUS BEANIE
Concealment and comfort. Those are the pil-
lars the Algus Beanie was designed upon. 
Cover up with the Algus Beanie featuring Cool 
Touch™ Technology

THE ALPHA JACKET
Every good hunting pack needs 
a good rain jacket hooked to 
it. Durable, breathable and as 
hardworking as you are, the Al-
pha Jacket epitomizes the Bad-
lands® motto “always be pre-
pared.” Throw in a removable 
hood, waterproof zippers and 
scent containment and you’ll 
be ready for whatever storm 
rolls in.

THE ALPHA JACKET AND THE ALGUS BEANIE
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HYBRID | SIZES: M-XXL
 ● Ultra Quiet Water Resistant Softshell Construction 

Durable And Soft Tricot Lining
 ● Hex-Lite Heat Channels For Superior Warmth
 ● Teflon® DWR Coating Repels Water And Stains.
 ● Silvadur™ Antimicrobial Technology For Odor Manage-

ment
 ● Xeolite™ And Coffee Based Fabrics For Superior Scent 

Control

CALOR BASE | SIZES: M-XXL 
 ● Midweight Synthetic Base Layer
 ● Heatwave™ Ceramic Print For Additional 

Warmth
 ● Silvadur™ Antimicrobial Technology For Odor 

Management
 ● Moisture Wicking Quick Dry Fabric,

CALOR | SIZES: M-XXL 
 ● Ultra Quiet Water Resistant Softshell Construction
 ● Durable And Soft Tricot Lining
 ● Heatwave™ Ceramic Print For Additional Warmth
 ● Backpack Friendly Hand Warmer Pockets
 ● Silvadur™ Antimicrobial Technology For Odor 

Management
 ● Teflon® DWR Coating Repels Water And Stains, 

And Dries Quicker

ALGUS | SIZES: M-XXL 
 ● Cool Touch™ Sweat Activated Fabric
 ● Silvadur™ Antimicrobial Technology For Odor 

Management
 ● Articulated Knees And Gusseted Crotch For 

Unrestricted Movement
 ● Teflon® DWR Coating Repels Water And Stains, 

And Dries Quicker

HIGH UINTAS | SIZES: M-XXL 
 ● PrimaLoft® Silver Insulation For Warmth With-

out Weight
 ● Synthetic Insulation Retains Heat When Wet
 ● Zippered Hand Pockets and Drawstring Waist
 ● Teflon® DWR Coating Repels Water And Stains, 

And Dries Quicker
 ● Silvadur™ Antimicrobial Technology For Odor 

Management

EXO | SIZES: M-XXL  
 ● Self Packing Lightweight Waterproof Outer Shell
 ● Improved Face Fabric For Increased Durability 

And Less Noise 
 ● Heatwave™ Ceramic Print For Warmth Without 

Weight
 ● Teflon® DWR Coating Repels Water And Stains, 

And Dries Quicker
 ● Silvadur™ Antimicrobial Technology

REV | SIZES: M-XXL 
 ● Water Resistant Unlined Trouser For All Season-

Flexibility
 ● Keprotec® Reinforced Wear Areas And Cuffs
 ● Teflon® DWR Coating Repels Water And Stains, 

And Dries Quicker
 ● Silvadur™ Antimicrobial Technology For Odor 

Management

UNCONDITIONAL
BADLANDS

ALPHA | SIZES: M-XXL 
 ● Heavy Duty Hard-shell Construction
 ● Durable Waterproof And Breathable 3 Layer 

Membrane
 ● Removable Hood and Waterproof Zippers
 ● Teflon® DWR Coating Repels Water And Stains, 

And Dries Quicker
 ● Silvadur™ Antimicrobial Technology
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MUTTON LONG SLEEVE | SIZES: M-XXL 
 ● Lightweight 190g Merino Wool Base Layer
 ● Active Temperature Regulation For All Season 

Use
 ● Wicking Properties Keeps Skin Dry When Active
 ● Blended With Polyester For Long Term Durability
 ● Naturally Odor Resistant

MUTTON SS | SIZES: M-XXL 
 ● Lightweight 190g Merino Wool Base Layer
 ● Active Temperature Regulation For All Season 

Use
 ● Wicking Properties Keeps Skin Dry When Active
 ● Blended With Polyester For Long Term Durability
 ● Naturally Odor Resistant

UNCONDITIONAL
BADLANDS

TRACKER GLOVE 
 ● Ultra Soft
 ● Capacitive Touch Fingers Work 

With Touchscreens
 ● Quick Dry
 ● Merino Wool For Temperature 

And Odor Regulation
 ● One Size Fits Most

ION PANT
 ● Water Resistant Unlined Trouser 

For Four Season Flexibility
 ● Teflon® DWR Coating Repels Wa-

ter And Stains, And Dries Quicker
 ● Antimicrobial Odor Killing Treat-

ment

CONVECTION BIBS 
 ● Ultra Quiet Water Resistant Softs-

hell Construction
 ● Synthetic And Fleece Insulation 

For Superior Warmth
 ● Thigh High Side Zipper For Easy 

On/Off And Venting
 ● Teflon® DWR Coating Repels 

Water And Stains

CONVECTION GLOVE 
 ● Waterproof And Insulated Glove
 ● AxSuede™ Durable Palm
 ● Capacitive Touch Finger For 

Smartphones
 ● Gauntlet Style Cuff
 ● Drawstring Wrist

ULTRA LIGHT BIBS
 ● Ultralight Ripstop Face Fabric
 ● Siliconized Fabric For Durability
 ● Thinsulate™ Featherless Insula-

tion For Superior
 ● Warmth Even When Wet
 ● Thigh High Boot Zipper

OVIS MERINO SWEATER/BOTTOM | SIZES: M-XXL 
 ● Revolutionary Merino And Synthetic Midlayer
 ● Midweight 260g Merino Arms And Back For 

Wicking And Temperature Regulation
 ● Synthetic Insulation In Core Areas For Extra 

Warmth
 ● Silvadur™ (Antimicrobial) Technology For Odor-

Management

MERINO BEANIE AND GLOVES | SIZES: M-XXL 
 ● Merino Wool
 ● Active Temperature Regulation For All Season 

Use
 ● Wicking Properties Keeps Skin Dry When Active
 ● Polyester Blend for Long Term Durability
 ● Naturally Odor Resistant

HYBRID GLOVE
 ● Windproof Water Resistant Glove
 ● Lined With Hybrid Hex-Fleece
 ● Axsuede™ Durable Palm
 ● Anti-Microbrial Wicking Material

SEE THE ENTIRE BADLANDS® APPAREL LINEUP AT

WWW.BADLANDSPACKS.COM

Must be logged in or create a new Badlands account

OUR GIFT TO YOU - ENTER CODE
BLTHANKYOU2017
TO GET 30% OFF YOUR FIRST BADLANDS ORDER  OR BRING THIS 
CATALOG TO YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED BADLANDS DEALER



O U R  V A L U E S

We’re thankful for 25 years of doing what we 
love and look forward to passing our traditions 
down for many years to come.

What is our kind? It is the true hunter. The person who 
respects the outdoors, respects the creatures they 
pursue and always gives thanks for all.

Sure, there’s a special feeling that comes with 
harvesting an animal. It’s a feeling of accomplish-
ment and a feeling of pride.

Badlands is dedicated to preserving the hunting 
family for generations to come.

Hunting is so much more than the kill. It is the whole experience. 
It’s your father shaking you awake at 4 in the morning and dragging 
you into the truck. It’s sitting in the cold, silent morning surround-
ed by nothing but God’s creation around you. It’s the preparation, 
the anticipation and ultimately the story you’ll never forget. The kill 
is simply a bonus. Sure, there’s a special feeling that comes with 
harvesting an animal. It’s a feeling of accomplishment and a feeling 
of pride. Enjoying the fruits of your harvest and sharing it with oth-
ers is an ancient and spiritual experience. We believe that as times 
change, it is important that we never forget why we do what we do. 
We believe in passing our traditions down to the next generation. As 
we take our own sons and daughters into the woods to experience 
the outdoors and the absolute thrill of the hunt, we guarantee the 
survival of our kind. What is our kind? It is the true hunter. The per-
son who respects the outdoors, respects the creatures they pursue 
and always gives thanks for all. We’re thankful for 25 years of doing 
what we love and look forward to passing our traditions down for 
many years to come.
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A D V E N T U R E
A W A I T S

A F R I C A
There’s a feeling of safety in things that are familiar. There’s also a danger in be-
coming complacent. The desire to explore more of the world and leave familiarity 
behind led me to pursue a new hunting experience. Should I simply try a new 
state, maybe apply for a tag I’d never put in for before? Or should I think bigger? It 
turns out I thought bigger and much much further than simply out of state. 

P o r t  E l i z a b e t h ,  S o u t h  A f r i c a

Africa had always been an intriguing place to me. Animals 
I had only seen in zoos, food I had never experienced and 
a feeling of the unknown that was great enough to make 
me start researching a trip. Around this time, I had come 
in contact with Loodt Buchner of Tootabi Hunting Safaris 
in South Africa. We went back and forth via email and 
phone calls talking about camouflage, gear, and eventu-
ally a potential Africa hunting trip. Loodt’s favorite saying 
during the entire process was “just do 
it.” He told me repeatedly that if you 
overthink it, you’ll never do it. Based 
on that sound advice and my desire 
to leave my comfort zone, I booked 
plane tickets. As adventurous as I was 
feeling however, I didn’t want to make 
the trip alone. Cue my longtime friend 
and hunting extraordinaire, James. If 
I knew anyone who would be up for an 
adventure it was him. All it took was 
about five minutes of explaining to 
James where we’d be going and what 
we’d be doing for him to say, “yep, 
buy my ticket as well and I’ll bring you 
cash tonight.” From that point there 
was no turning back. Neither of us 
were financially sound enough to for-
feit our non-refundable ticket amounts, that was for sure! 
The next two months were filled with rifle practice at the 
range, gear lists, and lots and lots of daydreaming about 
the experience to come. 
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If there’s one great decision I’ll look back on in my 
life (aside from proposing to my wife of course) it’s 
springing the extra $60 per flight for extra legroom. 
Aside from doing it every week of your life, there’s 
just no preparing for spending over twenty hours on 
an airplane. From SLC to NY to Johannesburg, we 
made the trek. The meals were mediocre at best, 
the movies were plentiful and the sleep was eva-
sive but we made it. A two-hour wait in the Johan-
nesburg customs line was just enough time on the 
ground before boarding our last flight to beautiful 
Port Elizabeth in South Africa’s Eastern Cape. Wait-
ing there at that small airport was Loodt himself, 
holding a Tootabi sign with our names on it (and 
mine almost spelled correctly to boot!) It was great 
to put a face with the name and it finally felt like the 
hunt was underway. 

The 40-minute drive to the lodge from the airport 
was incredible. We were spotting animals from the 
road that seemed so out of place. In what world is 
it normal for a giraffe to be visible from the main 
road? Warthogs roamed the roadside, monkeys 
darted from every which direction and antelope 
species of all kinds seemed to be everywhere. It 
was official, this place was incredible. Pulling into 
the lodge, we had only one thing on our minds – the 
hunt. Ok, truthfully we had sleep, food and the hunt 
on our minds. Loodt, in his wisdom and experience 
sent us to bed early so we could avoid extreme jet 
lag the next day. After an amazing meal and enjoy-
ing the breathtaking lodge for a couple hours, our 

heads hit the pillows dreaming of the possibilities 
awaiting us for the next week. 

The unique thing about Tootabi and our experience 
in South Africa was that the hunt was very much 
tailored to what we wanted to do. Being used to 
spot-and-stalk type hunting where we came from, 
we had requested of Loodt to challenge ourselves 
with that type of hunting while in Africa. He didn’t 
disappoint. After one night in our very well-appoint-
ed accommodations at the main lodge, we drove a 
couple hours our first morning to a remote camp 
called “Karoo Camp.” It was much more rustic than 
the main lodge but promises of an abundance of 
different species in the surrounding mountains 
had us forgetting about the plush mattresses back 
at home base. 

The Karoo did not disappoint as the next couple of 
days we spent there yielded some incredible experi-

ences. James was the first to notch his belt by mak-
ing a perfect shot on a Mountain Reedbuck that 
our spotter Dixie had caught a quick glimpse of. 
Not long after, I was able to take my first African an-
imal, a beautiful and ma-
ture black wildebeest or 
white-tailed gnu. There’s a 
special feeling of respect, 
sadness, accomplish-
ment and joy that can only 
come with hunting and for 
some reason all of those 
emotions were amplified 
being so far from home. 
The Karoo also yielded an 
animal that had long been on James’ bucket list – a 
fallow deer. Ironically, it would’ve been opening day 
of deer season back in the US (which James had 
forfeited to come to Africa) and here he was tak-
ing an awesome buck on a continent on the other 
side of the world. His ear to ear smile was enough 
to show he had zero regrets missing opening day 
back in the states. 

The neatest experience of the few days we spent 
in the Karoo wasn’t even hunting related. During 
the heat of the day one afternoon, Loodt parked 
the truck and had us get out. He simply said he 
had something special to show us. We proceed-
ed to hike down a fairly treacherous hillside into a 
gorge that appeared to have been hollowed out by 
water hundreds if not thousands of years ago. As 

we hugged one side of the gorge, Loodt sudden-
ly disappeared. As we progressed up to his spot, 
we noticed he had ducked into a spacious cave. As 
our eyes adjusted, it became clear that it was ac-

tually a series of caves. 
It was apparent that at 
some point these caves 
would’ve made adequate 
shelter for humans and 
as Loodt pointed to the 
walls and ceiling, there 
was the proof. Ancient 
cave drawings lined the 
walls in varying stages 
of fading and erosion. 

Some images were hard to make out and others 
were clear as day. Some appeared to be maps with 
clearly drawn footprints, others depicted hunting 
strategies. There was an abundance of animal 
drawings, making it clear that these ancient people 
depended on the animal life in the area for surviv-
al. We spent quite a bit of time in the caves trying 
to decipher the messages and just thinking about 
how life might’ve been back then. It was truly a 
humbling and memorable experience that we defi-
nitely weren’t expecting that afternoon. Throughout 
the trip, we realized that hunting Africa is about so 
much more than the hunt. 

We left the Karoo camp feeling fulfilled and excited 
for what was next. We made the drive back to the 
comforts of the Tootabi lodge knowing we wouldn’t 
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be staying there long. The next day we were going 
remote again, this time to a place Loodt called, 
“Camp Kudu.” We liked the sound of that as both 
of us had the goal on this particular trip of going 
after “The Gray Ghost.” There’s something about 
those big bodies, tall spiraling horns and their elu-
siveness that just embodies the feeling of Africa. 
The terrain around Camp Kudu felt familiar yet dif-
ferent. From a distance, 
the rolling hills weren’t 
all that different from 
something you’d experi-
ence in several US states 
but as soon as you set 
foot in them, it was clear 
we weren’t in Utah any-
more. Every bush in the 
area seemed to have 
thorns and there was 
just a silence all around 
us that was almost eerie. 
The need for stealth and 
concealment in this terrain was obvious. 

We spent two days chasing the Gray Ghost before 
ever getting a shot. We would spot one or two a 
ways off in the distance. We’d watch them through 
our binoculars, put together a plan and then move 
to a location where we might get a shot. Every…
single…time, when we’d get to our destination, the 
Kudu had vanished. They were living up to every 
letter of their nickname. Finally, an opportunity 

presented itself when our spotter again had better 
eyes than the rest of us and pointed out a nice bull 
about 300 yards up a hillside. It was a challenging 
shot as the bull was facing us and under a shadowy 
tree but as the crosshairs settled in place, I touched 
the trigger. I heard our tracker say, “hit” and I re-
laxed a little bit but not entirely as we immediately 
lost sight of the bull in the trees. Again, it was liv-

ing up to its nickname as he 
disappeared from view. Our 
whole group trekked up the 
hillside to the spot where he 
was standing and it wasn’t 
there. There wasn’t any 
visible blood and my heart 
sank. We split up and within 
20 seconds I heard excite-
ment. Some of the group 
had found the bull piled up 
not 20 yards from the tree 
he was initially under. The 
shot had hit home and the 

reality sunk in. This was the animal I had come to 
Africa for. This was the animal that made us work 
harder than any other during our hunt. It felt all the 
much better because of how hard we worked for it 
over several days. It took every ounce of strength 
from all 5 of us to get it down the hill to the truck 
and as it turned out it wouldn’t be the last kudu 
we’d load up that day. 

Later that same evening we went back out to again 

chase kudu for James. This time we split up for a 
couple of hours for James and his guide to sit on 
a hillside overlooking a watering hole while Loodt 
and I went “exploring.” The unexpected happened 
when Loodt spotted a Gemsbok off in the distance. 
We could tell immediately that this old brute was in 
bad shape. We could see his ribs and he was mov-
ing extremely slow. The region had been hit hard by 
drought and both food and water were scarce. This 
beauty would be jackal food within days if we didn’t 
take it. I setup for the second time within hours 
and was again able to place an effective shot. The 
surreal experience of putting my hands on another 
piece of Africa hit me and I was grateful for such an 
amazing experience. 

As we worked our way back to pick up James from 
the spot we left him in, we heard a shot. Then we 
heard another right after the first. As we neared 
James’ position, it was clear by the look on his face 
that something was down. Sure enough, in the bot-

tom of a dried-up river bed, there was another kudu 
bull. James put his hands on those twisting horns, 
lifted the head and the gratitude and joy was obvi-
ous. James and I looked at each other and didn’t 
even need to say a thing. What an amazing day we 
had experienced. 

Looking back on the trip, I’m filled with memories 
of laughter around the fire pit, great meals pre-
pared by Loodt’s mother and many other moments 
of pure awe. I left Africa feeling like I was leaving a 
little part of myself there. So much more to explore, 
so much more to experience, it would take a life-
time of trips to even scratch the surface of Africa. 

SEE THE ADVENTURE
ON YOUR PHONE
SCAN THE QR CODE
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FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: Jace Bauserman - Axis 
Deer, Marc Smith - Mule Deer, Josh Moremen 
- Black Bear, David Giarrizzo - Whitetail, Loodt 
Buchner - Mountain Goat
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MAG BINO
 ● Zip-No® Technology
 ● Built In Lens Cloth
 ● Backpack Friendly Harness
 ● Holds Most Binoculars
 ● Internal Dims - 8.75”H x 7”W x 3”D

BINO X
 ● Zip-No® Technology
 ● Vented Shoulder Straps
 ● Holds Most 12x50 Binoculars
 ● Backpack Friendly Harness
 ● Internal Dims - 9.25”H x 6.5”W x 4.5”D

BINO XR
 ● Fits most 10x50 Binoculars and Smaller
 ● Separate Binocular and Rangefinder Compart-

ments
 ● Built-In Rain Cover
 ● Quick Release Bino Tether
 ● Internal Dims - 8”H x 6.25”W x 3.25”D

BINO BASICS
 ● Vented Shoulder Straps
 ● Elastic Straps For Less Bounce
 ● Low Profile Design for Comfort

Weight:
Dimensions:
Vol Main
Vol Total:
Pockets:

Weight:
Dimensions:
Vol Main
Vol Total:
Pockets:

Weight:
Dimensions:
Vol Main
Vol Total:
Pockets:

Weight:
Dimensions:
Vol Main
Vol Total:
Pockets:

1L

N/A

1L

N/A

1LB 1OZ
9”X7”X3”
200 CI
200 CI
1

1LB
10”X7.5”X4”
220 CI
220 CI
3

1LB
9.75”X5”X7.5”
220 CI
220 CI
1

4OZ
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

UNCONDITIONAL
BADLANDS

WATCH THE 
BINO XR 
IN ACTION
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For over a dozen years, Readers have 
made their choice clear
We don’t really like patting ourselves on the back but we LOVE when someone else does 
it for us. Winning 12 Golds from the Bowhunting World Reader’s Choice Awards has only 
motivated us to push harder, innovate even more and continue to help hunters any way 
we can. We’ve been on top for so long now that we don’t ever want to know what it feels 
like to descend. How can we stay on top? Our continued dedication to Unconditional Per-
formance, Quality, Comfort and Warranty continues to fuel us at the top of the mountain.



LIFESTYLE

IN A LEAGUE
OF  THEIR OWN
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A P P R O A C H
P A R T N E R S
THE BRIGHTEST AND MOST INNOVATIVE HUNTING 
COMPANIES ARE EMBRACING A NEW APPROACH
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W E  H A T E
G O O D B Y E S

You’ve seen the gear, you’ve read the 
stories, now it’s time to hit the hills. 
We won’t say goodbye, we’ll sim-
ply say, “Good luck out there.” The 
best thing about hunting is there’s 
always another adventure on the 
horizon. When one hunt comes to 
an end, there are memories to stash 
away and more to be made. It is our 
absolute pleasure to play a small 
part in your hunt. There is nothing 
we love more than swapping hunt 

stories with you. Your adventures, 
your ups and downs, your highs and 
lows are what keep us going. Trust 
us, the energy we feel from you us-
ing Badlands® gear on your hunt is 
what keeps us motivated. We prom-
ise to continue working tirelessly 
to develop the best hunting gear in 
the world as long as you promise to 
keep taking Badlands® on amazing 
adventures around the world. Deal? 
Deal.  
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T H A N K 
Y O U

Thank you. For all you do, for your 
mind-blowing support over the past 
25 years and for your passion, we say 
thank you. 

As a small token of our appreciation, 
use this code BLTHANKYOU2017 for 
30% Off your next purchase at www.
badlandspacks.com and Free Shipping. 

*Terms & Conditions: Cannot be combined with any 

other offer or discount. Valid on in-stock items only. 

Free Shipping applies to Ground Shipping, U.S. only. 

Must be logged in or create a new Badlands account 

ENTER CODE 
BLTHANKYOU2017
TO GET 30% OFF 
YOUR FIRST BADLANDS ORDER
OR BRING THIS CATALOG TO 
YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED 
BADLANDS DEALER

Must be logged in or create a 
new Badlands account

JUST IN CASE YOU MISSED IT!
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